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  Larimer Updates  
By Malik Morris  

The old school building on Larimer Avenue has been vacant for approximately 35 years. 
Long gone are its former teachers and pupils. It has been a long time coming, but the time 
has finally arrived.  Work has begun on Larimer School! The roof is now secure, which 
allows for the interior of the building to be developed without further water damage. 
Coming soon will be (35) apartments, a performance space and a community kitchen. 

It is all part of the continued redevelopment effort via the $30 million HUD Choice Grant 
awarded to the community in 2015. The reclamation of the school and another (65) 
apartments with retail space, slated to be built at the corner of Larimer Avenue and 
Meadow Street, and an additional (6) townhomes on Winslow Street as part of Phases 3 & 
4 are scheduled to be completed by 2022. Phases 1 & 2 consisted of Cornerstone Village. 

It is exciting seeing the community redevelopment plan come to fruition. A lot of hard 
work and dedication by LCG, community members and stakeholders went into the 
process. Keep your eyes open as the community continues to improve! 
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Ready to Go!  
We are welcoming back some improved and new outdoor 
spaces in Larimer this month.   

Liberty Park, Village Green and Larimer Park are all being turned 
over to the community this month. Liberty Park is a new park 
developed on Larimer Avenue adjacent to Cornerstone Village, 
Village Green is an open amphitheater style space situated in the 
300 block of Larimer Avenue at Mayflower Street and Larimer Park is 
across the street from the former Larimer School on Larimer Avenue. 
They all have new landscaping and amenities for outdoor fun and 
gatherings for the community.  

We aim to provide positive programming at these spaces for all 
ages, beginning in the spring of 2021. It is up to the community to 
take ownership of these spaces to ensure they remain in good shape 
for years to come. We have to look out for each other, and our open 
spaces. 

 Homeowner 
Assistance   

LCG coordinated the distribution 
of grants from the HUD Choice 
Grant, to (90) homeowners in 
Larimer for repairs and updates to 
their homes. The grants were used 
for roofs, windows, steps, furnaces, 
plumbing and foundation work.  

This investment in existing 
structures and housing stock in the 
community, was necessary to keep 
the character of the community 
intact. It is also important to invest 
in the families that have stayed 
through the tough times in the 
community.  They have been the 
foundation of the community for 
many years.  

As the old saying goes, “All that 
glitters is not gold!” New 
development is one thing, but 
there is nothing like reinvestment 
in the craftmanship of the previous 
generation of immigrants that 
settled in this community. We are 
the stewards of this community 
now. Leaving it in good shape is 
our responsibility to the next 
generation. Congratulations 
homeowners! 

 

Happy 100th Birthday   

Anthony J. Mainiero! 

Larimer Consensus Group would like to wish Anthony J. Mainiero a happy 
100th Birthday! Mr. Mainiero is a lifelong resident of Larimer whose family 
immigrated to America from Italy.  He is also a military veteran and a U.S. 
Postal Service retiree. Mr. Tony enjoys his daily walks through the 
community and telling stories about “The Old Neighborhood”. He is also an 
active member of the Larimer Senior Group. Many more Mr. Mainiero! 
Many More! 

 


